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真题回放1. Human behaviour may be caused by eating substance

that upset the delicate chemical balance in the brain.(95.1)A

Deliberate B Consistent C Primitive D Abnormal2.His body

temperature has been for 3 days , the highest reaching 40.5 degree

centigrade.(1998.1)A uncommon B disordered C abnormal D

extraordinary 3.Cancer is a group of disease in which there is

uncontrolled and disordered growth of cells .(06.1.68)A irrelevant B

inferior C controversial D abnormalAbsurd.荒谬的,可笑的真题回

放1. There was once an idea that the earth was flat and

motionless.(99.6.39)来源：www.examda.com A eternal B offensive

C absurd D intrinsic 2.It is that women should be paid less than men

for doing the same kind of work.(2002.1.64) A abrupt B absurd C

adverse D additive 3.It seems somewhat to expect anyone to drive 3

hours just for a 20-minute meeting .(2006.1.41)来源

：www.examda.com A eccentric B impossible C absurd D unique

4.Even sensible men do things sometimes (02.6.52)A abrupt B

absurd C acute D apt Ambiguous .模棱两可的1.The directions

were so that it was impossible to complete the assignment.(98.6.41)A

ingenious B ambitious C notorious D ambiguous 2.His directions

confused us . we did not know which of the two roads to take

.(99.6.41) A ingenious B ambitious C notorious D ambiguous

3.Fortune-tellers are good at making statements such as “Your



sorrows will change”(01.6.60)A philosophical B ambiguous C

literal D invalid 4.You need to rewrite this sentence because it is . the

readers will have difficulty in understanding it .(96.645)A

comprehensive B alternative C deliberate D ambiguous 5.The

meaning of the sentence is . you can interpret it in several ways

.(06.1.67)A skeptical B intelligible C ambiguous D exclusive

Ambiguous answer /sentence /direction /interpretation /explanation

/response 来源：www.examda.com Ascribe ----to ---归咎

于---1.The famous scientist his success to hard work.(2000.6.51)A

imparted B granted C ascribed D acknowledged 2.Many great

scientists their success to hard work.(04.1.65)A portray B ascribe C

impart D acknowledge 3.Police and villagers unanimously the forest

fire to thunder and lightning.(06.1.50)A ascribed B approached C

confirmed D confined Ambitious .有雄心的,有抱负的1.My sister

is quite and plans to get an M. A .degree within one

year.(2000.1.58)A aggressive B enthusiastic C considerate D

ambitious 2. The board is pleased with that young manager.A

ambiguous B ambitious C greedy D snobbish3.Their diplomatic

principles completely laid bare their for world conquest.(01.1.33)A

admiration B ambition C administration D orientation Adhere to .遵

守.坚持 1.Email is a convenient, highly democratic informal

medium for conveying messages that _____ well to human needs. (

00.6. 63 )A) adheres B) reflects C) conforms D) satisfies2.If you want

to set up a company, you must _____ with the regulations laid down

by the authorities. ( 99.6. 32 )A) comply B) adhere C) confirm D)

accord3.More than 85 percent of French Canada’s population



speaks French as a mother tongue and _____ to the Roman Catholic

faith. ( 03.1. 61 )A) caters B) adheres C) ascribes D) subscribesThe

director gave me his _____ that he would double my pay if I did my

job well. ( 01.1. 34 )Assurance .give sb. one’s assurance that ---保

证A) warrant B) obligation C) assurance D) certaintyThe manager

gave her his _____ that her complaint would be investigated. ( 02.1.

46 )A) assurance B) assumption C) sanction D) insurance 100Test 
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